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Abstract— The objective of this work is to validate the design 

of disc brake rotor using Finite Element Analysis (FEA). The 

main objective of this work is to provide better braking 

performance as experienced in high end automobiles into 

economical automobiles. The first stage includes designing 

CAD model using SolidWorks. Second stage involves 

analysis on the basis of Structural, Modal, and Harmonic 

Response. Temperature variation is calculated on static basis 

and also throughout the braking time in Transient Thermal 

analysis. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The braking performance of the automotive is one of the most 

important factors that affected the traffic safety and brake is 

the key component related to the running safety of the 

automotive. It is found that 50% of the accidents occur due to 

brakes according to slide slip accident analysis. The 

numerical simulation of the temperature field is the main 

method of solving the brake thermal recession and thermal 

fatigue. The biggest difficult is the analysis of the transient 

and alternating temperature field during braking process and 

the establishment of a simplified model of the thermal -

structural coupling. 

 
Fig. 1: Assembly of Disc Brake 

A. Disc Brake 

The disc brake is a device for slowing or stopping the rotation 

of a wheel. A brake disc (or rotor) usually made of cast iron 

or ceramic composites (including carbon, kevlar and silica), 

is connected to the wheel and/or the axle. To stop the wheel, 

friction material in the form of brake pads (mounted on a 

device called a brake calliper) electromagnetically against 

both sides of the disc. Friction causes the disc and attached 

wheel to slow or stop. Most modern cars have disc brakes on 

the front wheels, and some have disc brakes on all four 

wheels. This is the part of the brake system that does the 

actual work of stopping the car. In today’s growing 

automotive market the competition for better performance 

vehicle in growing enormously. The racing fans involved will 

surely know the importance of a good brake system not only 

for safety but also for staying competitive As we are aware of 

the fact that races are won over split of a second therefore the 

capacity of the brake system to slow down quickly at turns or 

corners is very important The brakes designed for the purpose 

of racing need to have very high braking efficiency. The wear 

and tear of the pads or the cost is not of great concern to the 

manufacturer of the racing car brakes. 

B. Calliper 

 
Fig. 2: Disc Brake Calliper 

The disc brake calliper assembly is bolted to the vehicle axle 

housing or suspension. 

There are 2 main types: 

1) Fixed And 

2) Sliding 

Fixed callipers can have 2, 3, or 4 pistons. 2-piston callipers 

have one piston on each side of the disc. Each piston has its 

own disc pad. When the brakes are applied, hydraulic 

pressure forces both pistons inwards, causing the pads to 

come in contact with the rotating disc. The sliding or floating 

calliper has 2 pads but only 1 piston. The calliper is mounted 

on pins or bushes that let it move from side to side. When the 

brakes are applied, hydraulic pressure forces the piston 

inwards. This pushes the pad against the disc. The calliper is 

free to move on slides, so there is a clamping effect between 

the inner and outer pads. Equal force is then applied to both 

pads which clamp against the disc. In disc brake callipers, the 

piston moves against a stationary square section sealing ring. 

When the brakes are applied, the piston slightly deforms the 

seal. When the brakes are released, the seal returns to its 

original shape. The action of this sealing ring retracts the 

piston to provide a small running clearance between the disc 

and pads. It also makes the brake self-adjusting. 

C. Rotor 

The disk rotor is made of iron with highly machined surfaces 

where the brake pads contact it. The two main functions of 

the brake rotor are the transmission of mechanical force and 

the dissipation of heat, produced when functioning at both 

medium and high temperature. This means that the materials 

used for brake discs must be able to support high 

temperatures. The rotor material must be cost effective, 

allowing for potential reductions in weight as well as for the 

stability of the components. Just as the brake pads wear out 

over time, the rotor also undergoes some wear, usually in the 

form of ridges and groves where the brake pad rubs against 

it. This wear pattern exactly matches the wear pattern of the 
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pads as they seat themselves to the rotor. When the pads are 

replaced, the rotor must be machined smooth to allow the new 

pads to have an even contact surface to work with. Only a 

small amount of material can be machined off of a rotor 

before it becomes unusable and must be replaced. A 

minimum thickness measurement is stamped on every rotor 

and the technician doing the brake job will measure the rotor 

before and after machining it to make sure it doesn't go below 

the legal minimum. If a rotor is cut below the minimum, it 

will not be able to handle the high heat that brakes normally 

generate. 

 Disc brakes have rotors to dissipate heat so the 

brakes work efficiently. In high performance vehicles, the 

rotors are made from composite materials, ceramics, or 

carbon fibre; otherwise, they're made of iron 

 
Fig. 3: Rotor 

II. MATERIALS USED IN ANALYSIS 

A. Gray Cast Iron 

Gray Cast Iron is a type of Cast Iron that has a graphitic 

microstructure. It is named after the gray colour of the 

fractured forms which is due to the presence of graphite. It is 

the most common cast iron and the most widely used cast 

material based on weight. Gray iron is a common engineering 

alloy due to its low cost and good machinability. It also good 

wear resistance because the graphite fake self-lubricate. The 

graphite also gives gray cast iron an excellent damping 

capacity because it absorbs energy and converts it into heat. 

Gray Cast iron has low tensile strength and ductility therefore 

its impact and shock resistance is almost non-existent. 

B. Carbon Ceramic 

Carbon ceramic is a composite material embedded in a 

ceramic matrix consisting mostly of carbon and carbon fibres. 

Best reasons for which we opt Carbon Ceramic are 

 To enhance fractured toughness. 

 The possibility of generating cracks is as low as in glass. 

 It can work at high operating temperatures. 

 Highest thermal conductivity because of low corrosively. 

 Excellent corrosion resistance. 

C. Titanium Alloy 

Titanium rotors are unique ISO-rotors comprised of excellent 

braking patterns as the raven SL centre-lock rotors. The 

coating makes them incredibly durable and light. Titanium 

rotors grows into and out of parent material under extreme 

heat and pressure making it almost impossible to wear out. 

Firstly developed by NASA and by far known as one of the 

best rotor material. 

III. CALCULATIONS 

A. Disc Brake Standard 

 Rotor disc dimension=330 mm. (330×10-3 m) 

 Rotor disc material = Carbon Ceramic Matrix 

 Pad brake area = 2000 mm2 (2000×10-6 m2) 

 Pad brake material = Asbestos 

 Coefficient of friction (Wet) = 0.07-0.13 

 Coefficient of friction (Dry) = 0.3-0.5 

 Maximum temperature = 70 ºC 

 Maximum pressure = 1MPa (106 Pa) 

B. Tangential Force between Pad & Rotor (Inner Face), 

FTRI 

 FTRI = μ₁.FRI 

 Where, 

 FTRI = Normal force between pad brake and Rotor 

(Inner) 

 Tangential force between pad and rotor (outer face), 

FTRO 

 μ₁= Coefficient of friction = 0.5 

 FRI = P max / 2 × A pad brake area 

 So, FTRI = μ₁.FRI 

 FTRI = (0.5)(1×106 N/m2) (2000×106 m2) 

 FTRI = 500 N. 

 Tangential force between pad and rotor (outer face), 

FTRO. 

 In this FTRO equal FTRI because same normal force and 

same material 

C. Brake Torque (TB) 

 With the assumption of equal coefficients of friction and 

normal forces FR on the inner and outer faces: 

 TB = FT.R 

 Where, 

 TB = Brake torque 

 μ = Coefficient of friction 

 FT = Total normal forces on disc brake, 

 = FTRI + FTRO 

 FT = 1000 N. 

 R = Radius of rotor disc. 

 So, TB = (1000) (120×10³־)TB = 165N.m 

D. Brake Distance (x) 

We know that tangential braking force acting at the point of 

contact of the brake, and 

Work done = FT. x...................(Equation 2) 

Where FT = FTRI + FTRO 

X = Distance travelled (in meter) by the vehicle before it 

come to rest. 

We know kinetic energy of the vehicle. 

Kinetic energy = (mv2) / 2................(Equation 3) 

Where, 

m = Mass of vehicle 

v = Velocity of vehicle 
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 In order to bring the vehicle to rest, the work done 

against friction must be equal to kinetic energy of the vehicle. 

Therefore equating (Equation 2) and (Equation 3) 

 FT. x = (mv2) / 2 

 Assumption, v = 100 km/hr = 27.77 m/s 

 M = 132 kg. (Dry weight of Vehicle) 

 So we get, x = (mv2) / 2.FT 

 x = (132×27.772) / (2×1000) m 

 x = 50.89 m 

E. Heat Calculations 

 Heat Generated (Q) = M .Cp. ΔT J/S 

 Now, 

 Mass of disc = 2 kg 

 Specific Heat Capacity = 460.548 J/kg K 

 Time taken Stopping the Vehicle = 4.95seconds 

 Developed Temperature difference = 316 K = 43°C 

 Q = 2 * 460.548 * 43= 39607.128 J 

 Area of Disc = π * (R2 – r2) = π * (0.120 2 – 0.055 2) = 

0.065 m 2 

 Heat Flux = Heat Generated /Second /area 

 = 39607.128/4.95/0.065 = 520.09 Kw/m 2 

 Thermal Gradient = Heat Flux / Thermal Conductivity 

 = 520.09*103 / 55 

 = 9456.216 K/ 

F. Heat Transfer by Convection 

 h =0.04 ×
Ka

Do
× (Re)0.8 

 Where 

 KA = Thermal conductivity of Air (0.024 W/m) 

 DO = Outer Diameter of Rotor (0.33 m) 

 RE = Reynolds number 

 RE = 
ρ×v×Do

μ
 

 RE = 
7200×20×0.33

0.13
 

 RE = 365538.46 

 h =0.04 ×
0.024

0.33
× (365538.46)0.8 

 h = 82.05 W/m2K 

IV. GEOMETRY 

 
Fig. 4: Geometry Imported In ANSYS 

V. AIM OF PRESENT WORK 

Aim of the present work is to model a geometry of a disc rotor 

and carry out structural analysis of the geometry to make sure 

the rotor does not fail under the given boundary and loading 

conditions. Modal analysis on the model makes sure that the 

vibrations do not reach resonance 

 The temperature distribution on the model further 

justifies the capability of the model to absorb and hence 

reduce temperature in a one second duration. Transient 

analysis is also carried out to find the temperature drop in the 

total braking time provided. 

VI. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A detailed literature review was done on a lot of published 

research papers featuring in a wide range of journals. Some 

of those which have inspired this work in a more promising 

way have been critically analysed below. 

A. Heat flow on Disc Brakes 

This paper describes an experimental analysis of frictional 

heat generated between the pads and rotors of disc brakes, to 

determine the paths and amounts of heat flow. The brakes 

were applied repeatedly at a constant initial speed, 

deceleration and interval until brake temperature became 

saturated. Under these conditions we measured an unsteady 

temperature distribution state during a single application of 

the brakes, and also a saturated (quasi-stationary) temperature 

distribution during repeated braking. Heat flow was studied 

in six paths: heat conduction to the pad; heat convection to 

the air from the friction areas of the inner and outer disc, from 

the ventilating parts and from the tube section of the rotor; 

and heat conduction to the rotor flange section. Heat flow 

amounts were obtained by calculating heat conduction with 

the measured temperature gradients, also by calculating with 

the drop rate when one of the paths was closed, and by 

calculating with the measured heat transfer coefficients. 

B. Cooling Analysis of Disc Brake Rotors 

This paper presents equations for determining the convective 

heat transfer coefficients of solid and ventilated disc brakes. 

Analysis of data indicates that the cooling capacity of a 

ventilated rotor is sharply reduced at lower speeds, and most 

cooling is provided by the increased surface area. A general 

relationship derived from road test data is presented that 

yields the heat transfer coefficient for both disc and drum 

brakes of commercial vehicles. 

C. Prediction of Surface Temperatures in Passenger Car 

Disc Brakes 

Fade characteristics of disc brakes largely depend upon the 

rubbing surface temperature excursions during various 

braking manoeuvres. Surface temperature is very difficult to 

measure accurately under transient conditions. Therefore, a 

combined experimental-analytical approach is necessary. 

Temperature patterns in passenger car disc brakes undergoing 

various braking schedules have been predicted. These 

predictions are the result of a finite difference solution of the 

three-dimensional heat conduction equation in the entire rotor 

with appropriate convective and radiative cooling from all 

boundaries. 
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VII. METHODOLOGY 

The methodology used in this work mainly divided into 

following parts- 

1) Geometrical modelling 

2) Deformation based analysis 

3) Stress based analysis 

4) Modal based analysis 

5) Thermal based analysis (Static and Transient) 

SolidWorks interactive application which is a CAD software 

is used to model the geometry of the rotor. 

 Stress analysis in ANSYS workbench to find out the 

hotspots in the designed geometry. These stresses are taken 

up on a repetitive cycle for a fatigue analysis performed in the 

same workbench module. 

VIII. MESHED MODEL 

 
Fig. 5: Meshed Model of Rotor 

IX. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

A. Static Analysis 

 
Fig. 6: Static Based Boundary Conditions 

Boundary conditions for static analysis include 

1) A total rotational velocity of 120rpm applied on the 

whole body. 

2) Fixed supports inserted along the bolt areas. 

B. Thermal Analysis 

 
Fig. 7: Thermal based Boundary Conditions a Total of 70°c 

Applied along the Outer Slots and Surface of the Rotor 

 
Fig. 8: Convection along the Holes on Surface of Rotor 

Convection of 10W/m2 provided throughout the holes and 

slots on rotor surface. 

X. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS 

A. Static Deformation 

A static structural analysis determines the displacements, 

stresses, strains, and forces in structures or components 

caused by loads that do not induce significant inertia and 

damping effects. Steady loading and response conditions are 

assumed; that is, the loads and the structure's response are 

assumed to vary slowly with respect to time. A static 

structural load can be performed using the ANSYS or Samcef 

solver. 

 
Fig. 9: Total Deformation Gray Cast Iron 
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Fig. 10: Equivalent Stress for Gray Cast Iron 

B. Modal based Analysis 

A modal analysis determines the vibration characteristics 

(natural frequencies and mode shapes) of a structure or a 

machine component. The natural frequencies and mode 

shapes are important parameters in the design of a structure 

for dynamic loading conditions. Performance of a modal 

analysis on a pre-stressed structure, such as a spinning turbine 

blade is also possible for a rotating structure or machine 

component as in this work, the gyroscopic effects resulting 

from rotational velocities are introduced into the modal 

system 

 In this work the modal analysis of first 3 natural 

frequency modes are presented. 

 
Fig. 11: Modal Deformation at Node 1 (586.14Hz) For Gray 

Cast Iron 

C. Thermal based Analysis 

Transient thermal analyses determine temperatures and other 

thermal quantities that vary over time. The variation of 

temperature distribution over time is of interest in many 

applications such as with cooling of electronic packages or a 

quenching analysis for heat treatment. Also of interest are the 

temperature distribution results in thermal stresses that can 

cause failure. In such cases the temperatures from a transient 

thermal analysis are used as inputs to a structural analysis for 

thermal stress evaluations. 

 Many heat transfer applications such as heat 

treatment problems, electronic package design, nozzles, 

engine blocks, pressure vessels, fluid-structure interaction 

problems, and so on involve transient thermal analyses. We 

have given input parameters in Steady-State Analysis for 1 

second and carried it out in Transient Thermal Analysis for 

total breaking time of 4.95 seconds. 

 
Fig. 12: Static Thermal Analysis (GCI) 

Temperature drop of almost 2.5°c achieved within 1sec. (70°c 

to 68.6°c) 

 
Fig. 13: Transient Thermal Analysis (GCI) 

Temperature drop of almost 15°c achieved within braking 

time of 4.965 secs (70°c to 55°c) 

D. ANSYS Tabular Data 

This tabular data below represents the fall in the temperature 

of the rotor throughout the braking time of 4.95s. 
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E. Harmonic Response 

Harmonic analyses are used to determine the steady-state 

response of a linear structure to loads that vary harmonically 

with time, thus enabling you to verify whether or not your 

designs will successfully overcome resonance, fatigue, and 

other harmful effects of forced vibrations. 

 In this analysis all loads as well as the structure’s 

response vary harmonically at the same frequency. A typical 

harmonic analysis will calculate the response of the structure 

to cyclic loads over a frequency range (a sine sweep) and 

obtain a graph of some response quantity (usually 

displacements) versus frequency. “Peak” responses are then 

identified from graphs of response vs. frequency and stresses 

are then reviewed at those peak frequencies. 
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Fig. 14: Harmonic Analysis at Normal Stress X 

 
Fig. 15.Harmonic Response Deformation 

We have considered more 2 materials i.e. Carbon Ceramic 

and Titanium Alloy. Assigning these two materials to the 

rotor same analysis is carried out and the following results are 

obtained. 

F. Carbon Ceramic 

Density 2450 kg/m3 

Young’s Modulus 3e11 Pa 

Poisson’s Ratio 0.3 

Thermal Expansion coefficient 2.8 /°C 

Specific Heat 800 J/kg °C 

Thermal Conductivity 40 W/m °C 

1) Static Structural Analysis 

 
Fig. 15: Total Deformation 

Total Deformation is quite low for Carbon Ceramic. 

 
Fig. 16: Maximum & Minimum Deformation 

 
Fig. 17. Equivalent Stress 

 
Fig. 18. Maximum & Minimum Stress 

2) Modal Analysis 

 
Fig. 16: Modal Deformation at Mode 1 

The Deformation is occurring at the frequency of 1658.2 Hz. 

Carbon Ceramic is able to withstand higher frequencies and 

it is stiff. Main reason it is used in high end automobiles as a 

Rotor Material. 

3) Thermal Analysis 

 
Fig. 17: Static Thermal Analysis 

There is a temperature drop from to 70° to almost 68.184° in 

1 second. 

 
Fig. 18: Maximum & Minimum Temperature 

 
Fig. 19: Transient Thermal Analysis 
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There is a temperature drop from 70° to 56.841° for a total 

Braking Time of 4.95 seconds. The Temperature Distribution 

is uniform throughout across the rotor and significantly less 

as compared to GCI. 

4) Harmonic Response 

 
Fig. 20: Harmonic Analysis at Normal Stress X 

 
Fig. 21: Harmonic Response Deformation 

G. Titanium Alloy 

Density 7850 kg/m3 

Young’s Modulus 2e11 Pa 

Poisson’s Ratio 0.3 

Specific Heat 434 J/kg °C 

Thermal Conductivity 60.5 W/m °C 

Table 

1) Static Structural Analysis 

 
Fig. 22: Total Deformation 

Maximum Deformation of 1.175e-8 is obtained for Titanium 

Alloy. 

 

 
Fig. 23: Equivalent Stress 

Equivalent Stress of is obtained for 0.040794MPa Titanium 

Alloy. 

2) Modal Analysis 

 
Fig. 24: Modal Deformation at mode 1 

Modal Deformation is obtained at a frequency of 757.07 Hz. 

3) Harmonic Analysis 

 
Fig. 25: Harmonic Analysis at Normal Stress X 

Fig. 26: Harmonic Response Deformation 

4) Thermal Analysis 

 
Fig. 27: Static Thermal Analysis 

Temperature dropped from 70°C to almost 68°C for Titanium 

Alloy in 1 second. 
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Fig. 28: Transient Thermal Analysis 

Significant Temperarute drop upto 55°C is obtained for total 

breaking time of 4.95 seconds. 

XI. CONCLUSION 

It is clear from this work that the design used in this study 

helps in validating the reduction in temperature and residual 

stresses throughout the braking time applied. The above has 

been proved in the thermal analysis where it is evident that a 

temperature drop of almost 15°c is achieved. Hence we can 

conclude after the analysis of Titanium, Carbon Ceramic and 

Gray Cast Iron materials that this design can be brought into 

application in the construction of brake rotor achieving 

superior braking effect and effective heat loss. 
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